Optilight Technology

Step By Step Cosmetic Enhancement Party Script
(Sip and Paint Party)

SUPPLIES:
1. A brush set per person at your event would be ideal... But a min of 1 or 2 to share amongst group. Disinfecting each
time is necessary.
2. 4-6 mirrors. 1 per person
3. Disposable mascara wands (or mascara samples) and lip brushes
4. A min 2 light shades of lip stick and lip gloss and 2 shades of darker- poppy or guava, peony, primrose, lakspur
5. Eye shadow samples- 1 pack per person or a couple of light shades and a couple dark shades
6. Black liner- Again, 1 per person is ideal. But if not, you must disinfect with alcohol after each persons use.
7. A dollar store spray bottle with alcohol for disinfecting with a towel to dry after disinfecting
8. A few shades of blushes
9. Mineral foundation - a few shades, light shade, medium shade and darker shade
10. Cc cream - 3 to 4 shades
11. A medium and light concealer
12. A min 1 Eye brow pencil light and medium- the more you have the better. a few shades per person to choose
from
13. Primer for face and primer for eyes-use disposable lip brushes if you don't have one per person.
14. Eye makeup remover and some pads in case they come with makeup on ( or they can do the steps of Re9 line
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before makeup application)
15. Catalogues
16. Pens
17.Guest care sheets
18.Cosmetic close sheet
19. Cosmetic sponges
20. Paper towel
21. Re9
SET UP
• Place mirrors in front of each seat at the table.
• In front of each mirror, place sponges, disposable wands, makeup remover pads
• set a brush set in front of each setting
• Place re9, genius and all other products for display in center of the table displayed nicely.
VERY IMPORTANT
Disinfecting Process:
If people are sharing products and brushes throughout the process you must spray the pencils and brushes each time
with alcohol. With the pencils, use a paper towel to gently wipe off the alcohol sprayed. With the brushes you will
need a face cloth or towel to dry the brush. The alcohol dries fast. These steps must be performed each time. If you
have brushes and products for each person, then disinfecting after the event is mandatory to ensure eliminate bacteria
and contamination.
GETTING STARTED:
Ask your hostess if she is ready to get started...Ask her to welcome every one and thank them for
coming! Guests sit around table. Would everyone like a beverage for sipping, while they paint?
Thank the Hostess & guests. As a hostess, _______ will be enjoying her own personal shopping spree as a reward for
hosting. Give her a gift in front of the guests. (primer is always a hit)
INTRODUCING YOURSELF:
Have a compelling, confident, passionate story. Connect with the Guests!
Tell your Story (be brief, around 3 minutes)
*Introduce yourself: - Your background? - Things you didn’t like about that background? How you got introduced to Network Marketing? - Your results and how you feel about your future?
MAIN PRESENTATION:
Before we get started I want to educate you briefly on proper skin care use and the advantages of incorporating the
amazing RE9 anti aging into your skincare regime. It is really important that if you are using cosmetics, like ours, that
are safe and actually benefit your skin, you want to incorporate a skincare regime that does the same and vice versa. If
you are using great skin care, it defeats the purpose if you are then applying cosmetics that contain ingrediants, that
may contain harsh ingrediants, chemicals and may clog pores.
Re9 uses vitamin and plant acid therapy that commands the skin to behave the way it did when we were young and
helps restore the cell memory as we age. The outside clinical trials on re9 have proven results within 24 hours of use.
If you have makeup on now and would like to remove it, grab a face cloth and you may go and experience the line in
the bathroom before applying your cosmetics. We also have our amazing makeup remover here as well, if you would
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like to remove your makeup that way..
(Give them time to remove makeup- either pads or re9. Bring re9 set to bathroom and line it up in order for them to
do each step and experience the line)
Optilight Technology Cosmetics:
So...tonight I am going to walk you through some simple steps of makeup application so you can take what you have
learned and apply at home, flawlessly.
The technology of the makeup, which is called Optilight Technology, is designed to create a dewey, luminous, flawless
look! You will see what I am referring to, once we start applying the cosmetic line! When you apply this line, you will
feel like your face is on a soft lens when you look in your mirror. The pigments of the makeup are so fine that it
creates a flawless look without feeling like you have a ton of makeup on. All of our cosmetics not only make your skin
appear flawless but they also benefit your skin by hydrating and nourishing all at the same time!
We are going to start the makeup application process now. I am not a makeup artist and that is why I love this
business so much. You don't have to have the expertise to build a successful business. All the steps I will be going over
are tips given by a professional makeup artist which has been transferred to this document I am reading from. I am
going to walk you through it. The goal is to keep it simple, so you can duplicate it when you go home, but also, to
show you how incredible the cosmetics are, how easy they are to use because they blend so nicely and are self
adjusting. You will be glowing when you are done!!
Steps to Complete Makeover:
STEP 1
Before we start, we are going to apply the amazing Arbonne primer. The purpose of this product is to prep your face
by, protecting it, and creating a smooth canvass to apply your makeup to. It prevents your makeup from absorbing,
your makeup goes on better, and diminishes the look of fine line and pores. Your skin will look so glowy and soft! This
is a product that you can get as a free gift when you become a preferred client. I will explain that after.
STEP 2
Grab a cosmetic sponge, or the foundation brush and a concealer. You want to choose a concealer that is a little
lighter then your skin. Dab some of the concealer on the sponge or brush and and apply where you see darkness,
uneven pigmentation, blemishes, etc.
STEP 3
Arbonne Intelligence® CC Cream hydrates to protect skin’s moisture barrier, mattifies, soothes, and evens the look of
skin tone. It provides lightweight coverage that minimizes the look of pores while concealing blemishes and dark spots.
Formulated with nurturing botanicals for a healthier, dewy-looking complexion. Whether you have a late night or long
day, this CC Cream will keep your skin looking beautiful. Beauty and smarts — Arbonne Intelligence CC Cream has it
covered.
Key Ingredients + Benefits:
Phytinol™: Arbonne’s proprietary complex of Alfalfa Extract and Chicory Extract, helps nurture, and prime the skin,
giving healthier and smoother-looking complexion. (Suitable for sensitive skin: Contains no SPF.)
We are going to start by applying the cc cream to one side of the face. The reason for this is because I want you to
see the difference between one side and the other. First we will select a shade that best suits your skin tone. Take a
cc cream and apply to the one on your jaw line. If you can really see it it might not be the shade for you. If you cant
find a shade that matches perfectly, choose the closest matching shade. The really great thing is that the cc cream is self
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adjusting so it will adjust and blend with your skin type. There are a few different methods you can apply. The first is
using the foundation brush which is most effective because the bristles of the brush are designed to work with your
skin, to blend flawlessly. If you prefer to use a sponge or your fingers, feel free to do that to. Whatever is most
comfortable for you and what you tend to do at home.
Like I said, just use on one side of the face.
STEP 4
Next step is the magic mineral foundation. The goal with this product is to set the makeup up. It is conceals
imperfections with buildable coverage. It also provides a hint of colour and glow. I love mineral makeup because it's
not cakey. The pigments of the makeup are so fine. It feels like magic dust on your skin. Dust the face with with mineral
foundation brush, or the blush brush-match skin by applying a small amount on the jaw line. Almond seems to work
with every skin colour because it is a natural bronzer but it does not look to dark on any skin. The mineral foundation
provides a flawless, natural finish. Now look in the mirror. Can you see the difference between one side of your face
and the other? Its like magic!! Again, do the one side of the face you applied the cc cream to.
STEP 5
Everyone have a look at all your friends around the table. Can you see what I mean about natural, flawless
complexions?
STEP 6
Brows-so now you want to have a look at your eye brows. Do they need to be filled in or shaped. Your brows are so
important because they frame your face. Without using tweezers you can define the brow by applying product. If your
eyebrows are light use the light brow pencil and medium for medium colour or dark for dark. The goal is to almost
draw on little hairs to create a natural look. We are going to fill in the gaps and shape the brow very naturally. After
the application you can use the brush on the end to brush through and make it look natural. Do one eyebrow first
and have a look at the difference. Show all your friends around the table. Next you can take the concealer with the
thin brush and go along the brow line on top and on bottom to get rid of an excess liner that went outside the line.
STEP 7
Apply the eye primer to lid of eye. This amazing primer is completely water resistant. This primer prevents the
creasing or fading of shadows, allowing longer lasting colour. The creamy, conditioning formula creates a smooth canvas
for shadow as well as tensing the look of skin for a more lifted appearance. Enriched with Jambu flower extract which
helps reduce the appearance of wrinkles, keeping skin smooth, prepped for shadow and enhances the look of the
shadow will preventing it from fading or rubbing off.
STEP 8
Next we are going to pick 2 shadows. The goal is to make your eye pop!! It is recommended, that create a look that
makes your eyes stand out, use the dark products on the outside edge of eye and the light product on the rest. This
technique is so simple but it is so effective for really making your eyes pop! Our eyeshadows contain antioxident
containing botanicals, with high pigment which makes them long lasting. With the colours on the table, hold up all the
options against your eye and see which shades make your eyes really stand out. You will want to select a really light
shade and a darker shade.
Pick up your a small blend brush for the eye. Dust the lid with a soft light colour. Then with and small angle brush or
the small blend eye shadow brush, whichever you are more comfortable with, on the outside edge of the eye, make a
"c" or greater or less then sign "< >"depending on which eye you are doing. So are going to apply this product along
the crease, starting a quarter of the way in and take the product all the way out to the outer edge and then bring it
down and along the lash line a quarter of the way in. Blend it after with the bigger shadow blending brush after if
needed. This opens the eye and enhances the eye and creates really nice look.
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STEP 9
Now take the black or brown liner. Along the lash line, starting a quarter of the way in, draw a line to the outside edge
of lash line.
STEP 10
To complete the eye we are going to take a disposable wand or your mascara sample. This mascara is called "it's a
long story"! This mascara is famous for its extra lengthening formualtion
Key Ingredients & Benefits :
• Clinically tested and formulated to be water-resistant and longwearing.
• Non-smudging and non-flaking.
• Exclusively designed with revolutionary polypeptides to promote the appearance of longer lashes.
• Bamboo and pea extracts and pro-vitamins B5, C and E pamper and nurture for a lavish, high-gloss look.
• Vegan formula.
• Dermatologist, ophthalmologist and clinically tested.
Apply the mascara as you would at home. For a more enhanced look, add additional coats.
STEP 11
Select the best blush to enhance your cheek line by holding it up to your skin, to see which shade best suits your
complexion. Dust the blush on the apple of the cheeks on an angle.
STEP 12
For a natural day look we have several shades to select from in both lip sticks and gloss. There are some disposable
lip brushes on the table you can experiment with. If you are looking for a natural shade for lip, primose lip gloss is the
same as the natural shade of your lips but will enhance the lips natural colour. For an nice evening look or if you like
darker shades on your lips during the day, the 2 most popular shades are peony which is a pinkish shade and poppy
which is a red shade. You can go with just the lipstick for a matte look or add a matching lip gloss if you prefer a glossy
look.
A really neat tip to make your lips extra pop- take some concealer on a brush and draw a line under bottom lip along
lip line as well in the middle on the top lip where the lip dips down and then blend it. This take away excess lip
product that may have bled outside the line, and will make your lips pop.

Before

Day

Evening
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CLOSE – THE MOST IMPORTANT PART!!!
Pass out THREE WAYS TO WIN sheet and the Simply Beautiful close sheet, and guest care sheet.
So in addition to cosmetics, these are some of the other really great packages we offer. I wanted to share these with
you as well as people are always looking for a skin care line that is safe a produces amazing results almost immediately.
The clinical trials on our RE9 line have proven results within 24 hours of use. We have an incredible policy that if you
don't see the results you want within 45 days, you can return and get a full refund. I am also passing you I guest care
sheet that you can fill out so I can best serve you. But first I want to go over a couple of things.
1) Preferred Client option: I don’t know about you, but I don’t like to pay full price for anything so if you like to save
on your products, you can become a Preferred Client! Receive 20% off all year long and earn rewards on your
purchases to use on your next order. There are no minimum or monthly orders. With these packages you see, you can
get the entire skincare line for 40% off, plus the magic genius pads and a free gift as well as free shipping.
- if you want to purchase the makeup you used today, jot down the products you loved and I can show you how to
get the best deal. This "simply beautiful" sheet, will show you the pricing and a potential package option if you are only
interested in purchasing the cosmetics.
You also have a WISH LIST - use it to write down absolutely everything you liked or were interested in hearing more
about tonight. This doesn’t mean that you are necessarily going to purchase it all, but it will help me to figure out how
to get you the best deal.
2) Host: I hope you’ve had a great time tonight and hopefully learned a lot. Of course I would love to come offer the
same fun event with your friends! We love events to be no more then 4-6 people; they work the best for us. Earn
Free Products and purchase at up to 80% off!
3) Consultant: This is my favourite option! Our Consultant membership allows you to create an extra income buying
and sharing products that you already use every day.
You are simply shopping from your own store and teaching others to do the same. Turning an expense you already
have into income.
Whether you are looking at making some extra money, replacing an income or creating a lifestyle – we have options
for you. This business is so much fun and so rewarding! If extra income would make a difference for you, or someone
you know, let me know and I will send you home with an amazing gift package.
Again, our District Managers make a few hundred dollars a month and our top level of management – NVPs make
over 20 000/ per month...What would impact your family?
WAIT for a few minutes for them to fill it out.
TAKE INITIATIVE TO BRING PEOPLE TO YOUR CLOSING AREA.
Should have some privacy but not in a completely different room – you don’t want them to forget about you
Okay, who needs to leave first? I can get you started right away...
Where do you see yourself? What sets are you wanting?
1. THE ORDER - SALES STACK (Arbonne Order forms #6407, calculator, pad of paper, Price List) I see you are
interested in... Can I go ahead and start helping you with your order?”
BEST DEAL FOR PREFERRED CLIENTS:
$195 – FREE $60 product
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THE BOOKING - HOSTING STACK (Clipboard with open date card/ and page 4 open in the hostess planner)
So _______________, I would LOVE to spoil your friends! Would you enjoy doing something like this with your
friends? We also have Healthy living events, or facial events.
Write the date and time right on the hostess planner (first page). Book a time for a quick coffee or phone meeting to
plan the party.
THE INTEREST - OPPORTUNITY STACK (Your calendar, purse packs, ICCS)
Guests that circled 3 on Client care sheet
I see that you are looking for some more info on our income opportunity...I’d love to meet you for a quick coffee in
the next day or two to tell you more about it? Does ____ or _______ work better for you?
EVERYONE ELSE
“___________, would you be willing to hear a little more about Arbonne’s income opportunity?” Show them the
ICCS
Great, I have a gift for you!
I’d love to meet you for a quick coffee in the next day or two to tell you more about it? Does ____ or _______ work
better for you?
Hold onto the package until she says yes. Don’t give it to her if she says no. This can be as simple as the Arbonne
Opportunity Brochure wrapped in a ribbon
BE SURE TO ASK EVERYONE – you never know! “Have you ever thought of taking a look at a business like this?”
TIP: If someone is curious about the business, but not ready to sign up as a Consultant right now, give them a purse
Packet, and say:
“Here’s what I recommend, Sign up as a Preferred Client, place your order, and then let’s get a few friends together
and see what happens...
You’ll want to use the products, and introduce Arbonne to your friends should you decide to become a consultant.
And then if you do decide to join our team, the $95 Starter Kit is only going to be $71, even though the $24 PC is
waived, you still get the savings on the starter kit!”
TIP: When you are in consistent activity, you will always have a new consultant shadowing you. Have them help you
with the hand facials at the sink, and also help directing traffic.
*** Tally up sales and get very excited with your host to share all the gifts she earned. Show her how much she could
have earned if it was her show. Remember, happy host increases curiosity in the business and encourages others to
host as well!!
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